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J?7V HOSE gallant Frenchmen came and
V- - jjjPjjJMh conquered our hearts all in one short
1 J i day. And what splendid fellows they

Wuii ' Jy&JBw were each a seasoned veteran of the
I I mm&W trenches, each one marked with the

v
" ISPSK scars o battle on his body and the

badge of honor on his breast, and each

one a modest, unassuming, perfect gentleman capable of gracing any

occasion. Their simplicity of speech and straight-forwardne- ss of

manner simply added to the charms of their irresistable personalities.
If they be true types of their race, no wonder France has startled the
world with her stirring achievements, for such men are unconquer-

able.
Much to our surprise, they did not indulge in the slightest swag-

ger or show. Whatever their natural inclinations, they seemed to be
too seriously engrossed in the importance of their mission to pose
as heroes. The impression they gave was that they had been sobered
by the sacrifices of war to the point where they had unconsciously
submerged their own individual selves in the glorious cause of their
beloved France. A serious mood possessed them. In all their utter-

ances one could not fail to note a studied suppression of emotion, a

careful avoidance of exaggeration and a moderation of representa-
tions that was truly magnificent. They seemed to be thinking all the
while, not of themselves but of France.

In view of our own silly pretensions and superficial patriotism to
date, the coming of these superb soldiers and genuine patriots was a
God-sen- d. They furnished a living, breathing example of what we
ourselves should be. As they related the sacrifices that their people
were making, where was the American who did not blush for shame

at the thought of our own manifest selfishness and short-coming- s?

And how generous they were in putting America's duty before us.

They would not have it understood that we are now expected to can-

cel the obligation contracted by Lafayette and Rochambeau, or to rec-

ompense France for holding the line so long against the common en-

emy. Our obligation, as they would have us understand, runs to ou-

rselvesit is our war and when we go to the rescue of France we

are directly serving our own immediate interests.
We were reminded, also, not to believe that our sister republic is

a decadent nation and that she is slowly bleeding to death. She has

today three million men on the battle line and is capable of replacing

her losses for a long time to come. Her industries and resources are
mobilized to the last item and she is confident of being able to hold

the line indefinitely. Why then does she petition for assistance from

America? Simply because she believes that we can swiftly turn the

tide of battle and bring her sacrifices and suffering to a speedy termin-

ation.
This is the message that the distinguished French emissaries

brought to our very doors, and we are sorry specimens of humanity
indeed if we do not immediately respond to their call in a manner

fully becoming the citizens of the great Republic. It is not sufficient

that the nation itself should formally go to war. If we ourselves
of the French patri-

ots,
would measure up as worthy comrades-at-arm- s

it is imperative that every citizen unsparingly devote his heart
and hand to the duties involved in the tremendous struggle for the

- survival of the free peoples of the world. - To do less, now that we

realize the situation, would be to shame ourselves in the sight of all

mankind.
-

Perhaps, after all, a general shows his true great ess by quietly

obeying the orders of his superior, even when he is luiu away on the

shelf. If the country can stand it, he can.

FIGURES THAT FOOL US. B
TTHEN the administration submitted its first war budget a little H
j matter of some seven billions of dollars in the coin of the realm jH

congress endorsed it in toto and railroaded the necessary legisla- - H
tion through without blinking an eye. "Seven Billion Dollars:" a H
mere trifle, so it seemed in those early days of the war, even though H
it smashed all precedents into smithereens. What of it? Suppose H
that it did average $70 a head for every man, woman and child in H
these great United States, couldn't they well afford it? Now that H
we had gone to war, it wasn't going to be any Cheap-Joh- n affair at H
least so far as we Americans were concerned and "who in h 1 cared H
for expenses, anyway," so long as we were going to get a crack at H
the kaiser and a chance to show the world the sort of stuff we had in H
us. It was a glorious opportunity to make the eagle scream and
cheap at any price. So reasoned the statesmen at Washington at the
outset of the war, and so reasoned the great American people in their H
first mad scramble for Liberty Bonds. H

But this was merely the beginning a trial heat, so to speak H
and the chances are that we traveled a bit too fast the first time H
around the track. Big figures do not seem to have the same fascin- - H
ation for the average citizen, now that he has begun to contemplate M
the cost, and even congress seems disposed to shy at the unpreced- - H
ented estimates. The announcement that some seventeen billions, all M
told, will be required to finance the war for the remainder of the fiscal M
year we take Senator Smoot's figures caused many a congressman M
to shiver in the heat of a sultry summer day in Washington ; and the M
proposal to raise two billion dollars by additional taxation this year M
has well nigh paralyzed a majority of the members of that august M
body. They sit around in a dazed condition while a small coterie of M

their clear-heade- d colleagues shape and reshape the revenue bill M

taxing here and taxing there taxing profits that are and profits that H
are not taxing luxuries and necessities rich and poor the high and
the low and aiming to accomplish the impossible in certain instances
by squeezing blood out of turnips. There seems to be no real en- - H
thusiasm for the revenue measure. The congressmen all disclaim re- - H
sponsibility for it and apologies are profuse. And still they will all H
vote for it in the sho'w-dow- n Republicans and Democrats alike be- - H
cause the administration wants it. H

The present attitude of these statesmen recalls that, of a poker H
player who sat in a little game with a friend. Both had drawn good H
hands. There was no limit on the game. They raised each other H
rapidly a number of times and the stakes were running high. Their H
confidence made them reckless and finally the friend said : "I'll raise H
you ten million dollars." That settled it. Our player laid down his H
hand, remarking: "Take the pot, you educated n, I don't H
know the language you are talking." All of which is simply a round- - H
about way of saying that the congressman of average calibre is sit-- H
ting in too swift a game at this session. H

The sound-thinkin- g citizen, however, will not be so easily stam- - H
peded when confronted with the big figures. Our loans already is- -

sued and authorized aggregate eight and a half billions. This seems
like a staggering amount until compared with our resources, which af- - H
ter all is the only fair manner to determine the size of a debt and the
solvency of a concern or country. Our eight and a half billion dollar H
indebtedness amounts to $83 per capita of our population. The na- - I
tional debt at the close of the Civil war amounted to $83 per capita, so I
that our present indebtedness is not so unprecedented as it might
seem. But there is a fairer manner of comparison that reckoned B
on the basis of national wealth. In 1865 our average per capita wealth M

was but $600, against which we owed $83. This fixed our liabilities I


